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Using TIME Systems to Track COVID-19 

 TIME has built-in systems that can be customized to track COVID per your regulations.  There are ticklers that can be used to 

keep standing notifications on a patient, progress note templates and categories that can be used to create diagnostic tools, imported 

documents for scans, problem list tracking for pre-existing and developing conditions, the Physician Rounding App for specialized views, 

patient lists and protocol maintenance for tracking quarantine and separation statuses, and of course, your lab results screen for 

tracking testing and results.  You could also enter additional questions on your flowsheets but, be aware that flowsheet questions are 

limited and historical.  We will go over these items in greater detail, as well as discuss some updates and code table maintenance for 

system admins.  Feel free to skip around to topics that interest you.  Contact support@infian.com if you need additional assistance. 

Summary 

 You can: 

I. Enter a lab result code for COVID-19 to track it.  

II. Add additional flowsheet questions but, make sure they’re flowsheet questions you wish to keep.  

III. Use ticklers to mark a patient that has traveled outside the country recently or keep track of other symptoms.  

IV. Customize Progress Note templates as diagnostic tools, documentation, etc. 

V. Scan necessary documents into the “Imported Documents” section of your patient’s chart 

VI. Track issues on a patient’s Problem List. 

VII. Use problem lists, lab results, or other measures to create lists of patients with specific criteria, such as COVID-19 
symptoms or a confirmed diagnosis.  You can then turn these lists into groups on your Physician Rounding App and/or 
create a new protocol for tracking these patients using the Protocol Maintenance menu. 

VIII. New CVX codes have been released by CMS.  We’ll discuss how to import the latest and manage your Immunization 
History screen.

mailto:support@infian.com
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Updates for System Administrators 

COVID Checklist 

 

• Latest ICD10 Codes for COVID attached to relevant diagnosis codes- Code Tables > External Codes > ICD10 >Import 
ICD10/Merge ICD-10 Codes 

• Latest CVX Codes for COVID attached to vaccine service codes- Code Tables > External Codes > CVX Codes 

• Lab codes for COVID results set up – Code Tables > Medical Records Codes > Lab Test Table 

o Interface mapping if results will be received over an interface from a lab vendor – Code Tables > Interface Codes > 
Interface Code Translation (Test Codes Translation Table) 

o Lab Category for COVID results if desired – Code Tables > Medical Records Codes > Lab Categories 

• COVID Tracking: Choice of problem lists, flowsheet questions, ticklers, imported documents, Patient List, Protocol, 
Physician Rounding View 

 

Details described in below sections
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UPDATE: COVID Cause of Death Codes  

  

In May 2020, CMS added two COVID related codes for 

the 2746 form. These two codes are now available as 

selections for Cause of Death.  

 Path: Main Menu > Medical Records > Clinical Operation 

Management > Clinical Registration > Current Status > 

Patient Status>Cause of Death 

For more information, see the links below. 

 

 

 

 

 

Form 2746 Death 

Code  

ICD-10 Code  Description  Additional Information  

105  U07.1  COVID19  https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/icd/COVID-19-

guidelines-final.pdf  

106  U07.2  COVID19 Unconfirmed  https://www.who.int/classifications/icd/covid19/en/  

https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/icd/COVID-19-guidelines-final.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/data/icd/COVID-19-guidelines-final.pdf
https://www.who.int/classifications/icd/covid19/en/
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Lab Results 

 Let’s start with the basics of entering lab tests and results in TIME.  If your lab vendor will be resulting the test for you, read “How 

to Create a New Lab Code” and then “How to Map Results with Your Lab Vendor.”  If you will be entering results manually, read “How 

to Create a New Lab Code” and then “How to Manually Enter Results.” 

How to Create a New Lab Code 

Applicable for Both Manual and Automatic Resulting 

To enter and result labs in TIME, you’ll first need a 

result code.  You can find the result table at Code Tables 

> Medical Records Codes > Lab Test Table.  “Add” a new 

code with your desired name and description.  You can 

enter default units, a format, what should be considered 

high and low… (pictured.)  Note that the “rank” will 

change where this result appears on your list of possible 

labs. 

You can similarly categorize your labs at Code 

Tables > Medical Records Codes > Lab Categories.  

Simply choose (or add) a category and “add” (or edit) 

lab tests assigned to it on the second tab, “Assigned 

Lab Tests.”  We can use these categories later for 

Progress Note Templates and reporting.  It is also very 

useful to be able to search for labs by category so 

that you can quickly pull up the result you’re looking 

for.  
Searching for a lab using lab categories 
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How to Manually Enter Results 

Applicable for Manual Resulting 

Now that you have the code you will be using, go to Medical Records > Patient Charts > Lab Results to chart it.  Search for the 

code by either entering its category in the green search bar or scrolling down your list of possible lab results.  You can press a letter to 

scroll down to the next result starting with that letter.  Once you have found your new code, click the “Maintain Results” tab as 

pictured, enter the draw date and result information, and then click “Save”, then “Save all” (you can save multiple results on the same 

draw date.)  You might consider using this screen to enter a lab result of “Pending” if that would be useful for your tracking purposes.
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How to Map Results with Your Lab Vendor 

Applicable for Automatic Resulting 

Once you have a result code as described in “How to Create a New Lab Code,” you are ready to map your codes to your vendor’s 

lab codes at Code Tables > Interface Codes > Interface Code Translation.  Choose the “Test Codes Translation” table as pictured and 

“Add” your code while mapping your vendor’s “External Code.”  Ask your vendor for a list of their result codes if you do not have it. 
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Flowsheet Customization 

 Even though flowsheets can be customized, you’ll want to think of them as semi-permanent.  If you later change your flowsheet 

questions, flowsheets from before the change will show your old data with your new questions, which creates confusion.  This is 

because flowsheets are historical while the questions are not.  Therefore, it is best practice to only implement flowsheet questions that 

you believe will last.  If you are considering adding questions to address a specific event, consider making the question more generic or 

using other methods of documentation. 

 You can add additional questions to 

your Machine/Dialyzer Check screen and 

your Pre and Post Assessment Questions, 

though the number of slots is limited, so we 

recommend working with 

support@infian.com to assess the need you 

are experiencing and develop your flowsheet 

accordingly.  Changes to flowsheet structure 

are implemented by the support team.  The 

support team can also help you with other 

settings such as which EMP types can sign off 

on which screens, how many signatures are 

needed, and whether waste is documented, 

among other possibilities.  Please speak to 

the support team if you have any further 

documentation requirements. 

mailto:support@infian.com
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Tickler and Notification System 

 “Ticklers” are a great way to set reminders for yourself and others about specific patients.  They live in the “Notifications” menu 

at Medical Records > Notifications and patient charts at Medical Records > Patient Charts > Ticklers.  You’ll see links to enter ticklers in 

various places, such as flowsheets.  A tickler is simply a notification, such as “See dietitian today before leaving.”  However, if you create 

an “On Going” tickler, it will remain with the patient until it is closed, so it can be useful to document such things as a patient’s 

international travel or to keep an eye on his cough.  You can also date a tickler to show up on a particular treatment day, specify 

whether or not the patient must be present for the tickler to occur, and/or assign the tickler to a specific Security Group or Care Team 

(if the patient need not be present.) 
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Progress Note Customization: Make your own custom COVID Templates 

Templates are stored at Main Menu > Code Tables > Medical Records Codes > Progress Note Templates.  Notes can be shared 

amongst all users or personal.  In the below image, I can click on a template and:  

• Change my sharing options by 
going to File > Template Security 
Config  

• “Select Signature” of the user 
types (doctor, nurse, etc.) that 
will be required to sign the 
template before completion 
(“Allow Changes” security 
required- described below.) 

• Add a new template 

• Edit an existing template (you can 
edit the templates of others, so 
be careful) 

• Delete an existing template 
(again, you can delete the 
templates of others, so be 
careful) 

• Copy a template.  This is an easy 
way to make personal copies or 
just grab the setup of an existing 
template.
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Once in edit mode, the key features of a template are: You can edit them like Word documents, categorize them for reports and 

sorting, and input “data elements” that retrieve data from the database.  Click the “data elements” menu once your cursor is clicked on 

a valid location in the template to input charts, auto-filled fields such as the patient’s name, date of birth, latest lab results… 

You can right-click a data element to edit or delete 

it.  A data element may look like a table, but it may 

also look like <this>.  You will still have to right-click to 

interact with these “text” data elements. 

You can group your templates by category at Code 

Tables > Transaction Codes > Additional Codes , Code 

Type 15/16, “Identifying Category/Subcategory.”  Once 

grouped, you can pull up Progress Notes of a particular 

category in search results and reports. 

If you would like your template to stay editable and 

deletable for more than the default “one day”, make 

sure to increase the “No change days after today” 

value to the number of days desired.  You may have to 

“Allow changes- all users and times” (dropdown from 

“Security,” under description,) for this option to 

appear.  The “Allow Changes…” option is also required 

to enable Signature functionality.  Once you are done 

editing, enter a Description (name) and hit save!  
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Useful Elements for COVID-19 

In the pictured example, I am creating a COVID-19 Diagnostic tool.  I can “Insert” checkboxes, type symptoms, and use the 

“Historical Lab Results” Grid in order to grab the results of the patient’s last COVID-19 test.  You might also copy in regulatory text from 

other documents or enter other data elements such as relevant labs or the patient’s problem list.    
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Imported Documents 

 You can store your patient’s medical documents, such as 

history and physicals or COVID evaluations, at Medical Records > 

Patient Charts > Imported Documents.  Image files such as pdf 

and jpgs are accepted.  You’ll need to select a date, a type (types 

editable at Code Tables > Medical Records Codes > Clinical 

System Maintenance > Imported Document Types), click the 

little arrow next to “file” in order to import it, then enter a 

description and save.  If you cannot find the document you 

saved, contact your local IT.  You may need to map your storage 

drive to your Windows account on the TIME server or change 

your remote desktop settings, if applicable.   

 Once the document is saved and appears in your patient’s 

imported document list, you should be able to view it.  If a pdf 

displays as a grey box, verify with your local IT that a compatible 

pdf viewer is installed on the server.   

Finally, as with any medical data in TIME, you will only be able to “see” the documents of facilities you have access to.  If a 

patient transfers out on 3/10, and you don’t have “all facility” access, you won’t be able to see imported documents (or other 

documents) saved after 3/10.  Make sure to set the import date of the document to the patient’s last day at the facility if you would like 

to ensure that those without “all facility” access will be able to view it. 
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Problem Lists 

 Problem lists, located at Medical Records > Patient Charts > Problem List, are lists of diagnoses that apply to your patient.  These 

diagnoses can be viewed in various reports and used to track patient issues.  You’ll notice that you can enter onset and stop dates, rank 

the issues, enter assessments, and, also indicate changes in severity.  You can use this to track COVID symptoms or the dates when your 

patient had COVID.  (Note: Rank & Severity will need policy & procedure written to ensure clinicians are assigning the degrees 

consistently.) 
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Each diagnosis code is associated with an ICD10 code.  If you would like to add additional diagnosis codes to your list of 

potential problems, you can do so at Code Tables > Transaction Codes > Diagnosis Codes.  You can also edit the descriptions of 

Diagnosis Codes from this screen (pictured.) 

The code will need a name, a description, and the applicable ICD10 code.  If none apply, you can use “0.00, no known ICD10 

code.”  If the applicable ICD10 code does not seem to be available, please see the below section “How to Import the Latest ICD 10 

Codes.” 

 

 

 

These codes were created to identify and track the various stages of quarantining 

COVID-19.  They can be used in problem lists, reports, and protocol maintenance 

(explained in “Patient Lists and Protocol Maintenance.”) 
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How to Import the Latest ICD 10 Codes 

ICD-10 codes are generally updated on a yearly basis.  You’ll want to import the newest into TIME so that you can link the proper 

ICD-10 codes to your TIME Diagnosis codes. 

Please use this link for the most up-to-

date codes.  If you are unable to follow the 

link, you can search for the CMS.gov website 

and browse to their section of the latest ICD-

10 CM files.  You’ll want to download “Code 

Descriptions in Tabular Order” as pictured.  

This file is zipped, so use a file extraction tool 

to unzip the file and retrieve 

icd10cm_order_2021.txt.  Save this file to a 

place you can access, such as your desktop.   

You can import this file into TIME at 

Code Tables > External Codes > ICD10 > 

Import ICD-10 Codes.  Click the small 

downward arrow next to “input file” (as 

pictured) and choose the unzipped 

icd10cm_order_2021.txt file to import it.  

Once the import is complete, you will be able 

to decide which codes in your database you’d 

like to update, add, or remove.  

 

 
 Files After Extraction 

https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/Coding/ICD10/2020-ICD-10-CM
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You can verify which ICD-10 codes are currently 

loaded at Main Menu > Code Tables > External Codes > 

ICD10 > ICD10 Lookup.  All of your available ICD10 Codes 

will be listed here. 

  Make sure that you have the new code mapped to 

your existing diagnosis code, if any!  Go to Main Menu > 

Code Tables > Transaction Codes > Diagnosis Codes. You’ll 

want a diagnosis code on one tab and a corresponding 

ICD10 in the other.  You may have to create a new 

diagnosis code with “add” if you don’t already have one 

for the ICD-10 code you just loaded. 
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Patient Lists and Protocol Maintenance 

Patient Lists are a subset of patients defined by filters 

you select.  You can view these lists at Medical Records > 

Clinical Reports > Patient Lists, edit them at Code Tables > 

Medical Records Codes > Clinical System Maintenance > 

Patient List Maintenance, or use these lists to create protocols 

for your physician rounding app.  Let us first look at patient list 

maintenance.  We will then discuss how to use generated lists 

to populate your protocols.  

 When you go to Patient List Maintenance (pictured,) 

you will be able to add, edit, and logicaly delete your lists.  

Note that these lists are shared amongst all users in your 

database.  If there is a filter you are not interested in using (ie 

patient modality,) you do not have to edit it.  It will default to 

“ALL,” or unfiltered.  Note that you will have to enter a 

“Demographics Description” on the Demographics tab in order 

to save your list.  Saving it as-is defaults to “all active patients.” 

Once you have generated a list, you can view it at Medical Records 

> Clinical Reports > Patient Lists.  Select a list with the binoculars and 

press the “search” button to view the list.  You can also preview your list 

with the “Generate Patient List” button on the maintenance screen.
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Protocol Maintenance 

Clinical protocols, which are viewed from the 

Physician Rounding App on the main menu, are a way of 

organizing your lists of patients.  Once you have created 

your patient lists (see Patient Lists and Protocol 

Maintenance above,) go to Code Tables > Medical 

Records Codes > Clinical System Maintenance to create 

your protocol. 

 Select your protocol in the top box, “Protocol 

Name.”  You can define groups of rules (and the patient 

lists that will go in each rule set) and reorder the rules as 

they will appear on your physician rounding app.  

Patients will go to the highest list whose filters they fit 

(and they won’t appear twice,) so make you to put 

your highest-priority filters at the top of your protocol.  

You can assign progress note templates for individual 

rule sets or for your protocol, as a whole (template 

fields in the top right-hand corner.) 

The “# of Days to Keep Patient as Reviewed” field 

refers to the ability in Physician Rounding to checkmark 

patients with the “Action” and “Reviewed No Action 

 buttons.  You can change the “# of Days to Keep Patient 

as Reviewed,” but you cannot make this number zero.  If 

you do, the system will use the default number 

(generally 21) instead.   
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When you are done making changes to your protocol, press the “Populate Protocol Outlier List” button to update your changes.  

If you do not press this button, Physician Rounding will not be updated till the next day.  As you can see in the below image, groups 

utilize a tiered structure.
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Here is a step-by-step guide on creating a basic Quarantine Protocol.  You can customize your choices as desired. 

1.) Go to Code Tables > Medical Records Codes > Clinical System Maintenance > Patient List Maintenance to add and update your 
lists.  “ADD” three lists: “All Patients,” “Symptomatic Unconfirmed,” and “Coronavirus Confirmed” (see “Patient Lists and 
Protocol Maintenance” above for more details.)  The only tabs you need are “Demographics” and “Problems.”  For your “All 
Patients” List, simply save the demographics tab with a name like “All” and you’ve got a list of all active patients.  Then, copy that 
list and create your “Symptomatic Unconfirmed” list using problem list entries such as “coughing” and “shortness of breath” as 
pictured below.  Finally, copy your list again and just have the problem list entry signifying Coronavirus, to have a list of patients 
who are confirmed. 
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2.) You can generate the patient list at Medical Records > Clinical Reports > Patient Lists if you would just like a report.  Read on for 
assistance creating the protocol. 

3.) Create a protocol at Code Tables > Medical Records Codes > Clinical System Maintenance > Clinical Protocol Maintenance.  You 
can “Add” Rule Groups, which are your folders, and Rule Sets, which are the Patient Lists you generated previously.  “Add” a new 
protocol, create any subfolders you desire, and “add” your patient lists to the folders.  For our basic protocol, let’s create three 
groups on the “Protocol Rule Groups” tab: Full Isolation, Six Foot Isolation, and Asymptomatic.  Put “Coronavirus Confirmed” in 
Full Isolation, “Symptomatic Unconfirmed” in Six Foot Isolation, and “All Patients” in Asymptomatic.  Patients will display in the 
first list whose criteria they meet, which is why we’ve put Asymptomatic at the bottom (pictured.)  You can also assign a Progress 
Note template, such as a COVID-19 Diagnostic template, in the top right-hand corner.  (See Progress Note Customization above 
for more details.)  Click “Populate Protocol Outliers List” to generate your protocol.  You might consider setting “# of Days to 
Keep Patient as Reviewed” to 1 so that patients will be reviewed each time they come in for dialysis.   
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Example quarantine protocol with a list of patients in each group. 
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Physician Rounding App Configuration 

The Physician Rounding App (Main Menu > Physician Rounding App) can 

be configured to show large swathes of information.  Go there now to review.  

See the right side of the screen with the boxes such as “Access,” “Home Orders,” 

etc. (pictured?)  That’s called your “View,” and each box, such as your “Access” 

box or your “Hepatitis” box, is called a “Screen Part.”  You can create different 

views that show different screen parts depending on what you need.  Click “file” 

then “configure view” to enter configuration mode.  In this mode, you can select 

screen parts you’d like to have on your view, drag them over, and re-arrange 

them.  You can also double-click a screen part (when you’re in “configure view” 

mode) to change the properties, such as how far back it will go to search for 

records and which records will be included. 

When you’re done, click “OK” to save the changes to your view and return 

to rounding mode.  You can switch between different views using the “views” 

dropdown and share your view with others at file> organize views. 

For COVID-19, you 

might want to show 

Progress Note Templates 

and lab results within your 

created COVID-19 Category 

(See “Progress Note 

Customization” and “Lab 

Results” above
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Immunization History: Tracking COVID Vaccinations 

 As your patients are vaccinated against COVID, you’ll want to track them at Medical Records > Patient Charts > Immunization 

History.  This screen will be automatically updated if your clinicians are charting service codes with attached CVX codes.  For example, 

your doctor orders COVAC, which is your service code for the newest COVID vaccination.  Your system administrator has already 

attached the CVX code 207 to it (more details below), so when the order is charted, your patient’s immunization history is updated 

automatically.  You can also “add” immunizations to this screen manually if they were done elsewhere. 

 If your COVID vaccine uses multiple doses, you can create separate service codes for the 1st dose, 2nd dose, etc. so clinicians can 

more easily track the patient’s vaccination history.  More on updating CVX codes and billing them below. 
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CVX Code Update Process 

 

1.) Download the latest CVX codes in XML format from the CDC website.   

Current: https://www2a.cdc.gov/vaccines/iis/iisstandards/XML.asp?rpt=cvx  

Once you open the link, you’ll want to save the webpage as an xml document to a known 

location on your computer (pictured).  Each browser is a bit different, but you can generally 

right-click and “save as” or choose the gear or file menu to save the webpage. 

2.) In TIME, go to Main Menu > Code Tables > External Codes > 

CVX Codes 

3.) Click “Add” in the bottom left corner of the window. 

4.) Click on the small arrow next to “file name” and import the 

codes you just downloaded.  Press “Preview.”  If you are 

satisfied with the changes, click “save.” 

5.) Add gencode “categories” to any CVX codes that need them 

and save.  For COVID, the TIME category is called “SARS.” 

 

 

Importing CVX Codes 

Adding a category to a CVX Code 

https://www2a.cdc.gov/vaccines/iis/iisstandards/XML.asp?rpt=cvx
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6.) You can link CVX codes to services at Main Menu > Code Tables > Transaction Codes > Service Codes as pictured.  This means 

that, when the service is administered, the appropriate CVX code will automatically be loaded to the patient’s immunization 

history.  If this option to add a CVX code is greyed out, add the service code to an applicable med category such as 015, which is 

the default med category for immunizations (pictured).  
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Some clients have received COVID vaccines from the government and can therefore only bill for 

administration of the vaccine, not the vaccine itself.  If this applies to you:  

And you have TIME Billing: 

A) *New, Recommended: Request an insurance change 
from support@infian.com for your COVID Vaccine 
service code (non-billable) and link the administration 
of the vaccine (billable) as normal.  An insurance 
change request can suppress the cost of the vaccine 
service code so that only the administration will be 
billed.  If your vaccine includes multiple doses, we 
recommend naming them or putting dose information 
in their description to indicate this.  This will make it 
easier for clinicians to identify dose number in 
immunization history.  

1. Request an insurance change from 
support@infian.com for your COVID Vaccine 
Service Code. 

2. Set the cost of your vaccine service code to a 
non-zero number (will not transfer) and check 
the “ESRD Bundled Service” checkbox as 
pictured.  Also ensure that “Bill To” is checked 
for the insurer the vaccine will be billed to.  Use 
the “Linked Service” checkbox to link your 
administration code (described in #3 below) to 
your vaccine code. 

mailto:support@infian.com
mailto:support@infian.com
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i. If you will be billing the vaccine to some insurers, you 
will need to create an additional billable vaccine service 
code to be used for those insurers.  The insurance 
change request will suppress the cost for the vaccine 
service code you provide. 

3. If you do not have one already, create a service code for 
administration of the vaccine with its associated cost 
(pictured).  For your administration code, ensure that “ESRD 
Bundled Service” is unchecked but your “Bill To” is checked as 
normal (pictured).  

 

B) OR: Create a separate service code and administration code.  When 
the clinician orders the vaccine, they will also need to order the 
administration code and chart both during service charting.  If your 
vaccine includes multiple doses, we recommend naming them or 
putting dose information in their description to indicate this.  This will 
make it easier for clinicians to identify dose number in immunization 
history. 

 

If you have already been using method B and would like to transition to the new, recommended method, perform the listed setup for 

method A and, once the insurance change is complete, instruct clinicians to stop charting both the vaccine and the administration.  You 

will also want to update any orders so that only the vaccine will be ordered.  The insurance change request will suppress the cost of the 

vaccine and leave the linked admin cost. 
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And you are billing in FOCUS: 

 Either  

A) Map the time vaccine code to the FOCUS administration code.  Disclaimer that you will have the drug code in TIME and 
the administration code in FOCUS, so you should document this for auditing purposes.   

B) OR: Create a separate service code and administration code.  When the clinician orders the vaccine, they will also need 
to order the administration code and chart both during service charting.  If your vaccine includes multiple doses, we 
recommend naming them or putting dose information in their description to indicate this.  This will make it easier for 
clinicians to identify dose number in immunization history.  When the drug and admin codes cross to FOCUS, routine 
off the vaccine code. 

 

 


